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Degunking LinuxParaglyph, 2005
Linux has grown in popularity and is increasingly being adopted by home users and others who laud this nearly un-crashable, free operating system. But setting up a Linux OS can be tricky and time consuming. And managing a Linux system can be even more difficult if you don't have the right knowledge. Degunking Linux expertly shows readers...
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Utilizing Information Technology Systems Across Disciplines: Advancements in the Application of Computer Science (Premier Reference Source)Information Science Publishing, 2009


	In the information technology age coupled with computer advances, information systems have become an

	integral part of many disciplines; accordingly, business, marketing, medicine, communication, banking,

	geography, physics, chemistry, aviation, pilots, forensics, agriculture, and even traf.c lights have one

	thing in common called...
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MBA In A Day: What You Would Learn At Top-Tier Business SchoolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004

	Praise for MBA IN A DAY®


	"Dr. Stralser’s book, MBA in a Day is must reading for every physician who is in a management role, anticipates management responsibilities, or functions in a private, solo, or group practice setting. Insights into the fundamentals of management, marketing, personnel management, finance, and...
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Robotic Radiosurgery. Treating Tumors that Move with RespirationSpringer, 2007

	Harold C. Urschel, Jr. (Editor-in-Chief) John J. Kresl · James D. Luketich Lech Papiez ·Robert D. Timmerman (Co-Editors) Raymond A. Schulz (Contributing Editor) Treating Tumors that Move with Respiration With Contributions by Numerous Experts Foreword by E. Thomson With 116 Figures in 168 Separate Illustrations, 120 in Color and...
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The Strategy Gap: Leveraging Technology to Execute Winning StrategiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Praise for The Strategy Gap    

"With a better handle on the financial pulse of the business, enterprises will be better able to meet the Street’s expectations of financial transparency and corporate accountability. The writers do a masterful job of getting readers to this point of awareness, and further display their insight...
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Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries (Premier Reference)IGI Global, 2007
The simulation of social behavior in a variety of domains is an increasingly important technological tool.
eference survey of social simulation work, Social Simulation: Technologies, Advances and New Discoveries comprehensively collects the most exciting developments in the field. Drawing research contributions from a vibrant...
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Trustworthy Computing: Analytical and Quantitative Engineering EvaluationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"The book itself is a commendable achievement, and it deals with the security and software reliability theory in an integrated fashion with emphasis on practical applications to software engineering and information technology. It is an excellent and unique book and definitely a seminal contribution and first of its kind."
...
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Designing Security Architecture SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The first guide to tackle security architecture at the software engineering level
    
Computer security has become a critical business concern, and, as such, the responsibility of all IT professionals. In this groundbreaking book, a security expert with AT&T Business's renowned Network Services organization explores system security...
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Computing for Numerical Methods Using Visual C++John Wiley & Sons, 2007
A visual, interdisciplinary approach to solving problems in numerical methods
Computing for Numerical Methods Using Visual C++ fills the need for a complete, authoritative book on the visual solutions to problems in numerical methods using C++. In an age of boundless research, there is a need for a programming language that can successfully...
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Google Apps For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Google Apps are Web-based, low-cost (or free!) office productivity tools that do everything those expensive applications do — and you can access them from any computer with an Internet connection. Google Apps For Dummies boosts your "app-titude" by giving you the low-down on choosing, setting up, and using these nifty and...
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Proofs that Really Count:  The Art of Combinatorial Proof (Dolciani Mathematical Expositions)The Mathematical Association of America, 2003
'This book is written in an engaging, conversational style, and this reviewer found it enjoyable to read through (besides learning a few new things). Along the way, there are a few surprises, like the 'world's fastest proof by induction' and a magic trick. As a resource for teaching, and a  handy basic reference, it will be a great addition to the...
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Fundamentals of Managerial Economics with InfoTrac College EditionSouth-Western College, 2002
The seventh edition of this market-leading text continues its tradition of providing a solid foundation of economic understanding for use in managerial decision making.  It offers a practical treatment of economic theory and analysis in an intutive, algebra-based format.  Its focus is on presenting those aspects of economic theory and analysis that...
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